OPERATING ROOM PRODUCTS
When accuracy is critical, and seconds count, DETECTO scales
provide the quick, precise information you need
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Dependability is required for equipment in an Operating Room. You know you’ll have medical equipment
you can count on from DETECTO. The diverse line of hospital scales will meet the demands of the OR,
where efficiency and accuracy are critical. Our mobile medical carts, glove boxes, and waste receptacles
are built to perfectly serve your needs and perform reliably for a lifetime.

WPS12UT

420-2000

T3530

Submersible
Digital Scale with
Utility Bowl

Digital Precision
Balance Scale up to
2000 g Capacity,
with 20 mg
Precision

Hanging Dial Scales with
Stainless Steel Bowl and
32 lb Capacity

The WPS12UT digital scale
with utility bowl is IP67-rated
for water protection and can be
completely submersed underwater
for easy cleaning. This stainless steel
scale is ideal for weighing soiled or
wet diapers, chux pads, lap sponges,
and other materials. The 4.6 in / 11.7
cm deep bowl aids sample retention
and allows easy clean-up. The
scale’s digital speed and accuracy
means you’ll be able to view weights
instantly with up to a fine 0.1 ounce
or 1 gram graduations.

DETECTO’s digital precision
balance scales are precise and durable,
measuring in a wide variety of units for
many applications where accuracy is
demanded, such as weighing blood bags,
blood and blood components, patient
medical waste samples, medication,
and other critical materials. The scale
has a built-in rechargeable battery
and a removeable air shield for precise
measurement. The stainless steel platform
size is 5.7 in W x 4.5 in D.

DETECTO’s hanging dial scales
feature a deep 13.5-in/34-cm
diameter removable stainless
steel bowl making them ideal
for medical weighing use.
Protective glass plates cover
the 14.5-in/37-cm diameter dials with extralarge readouts visible from both sides. Available
in lb or kg models: 32 lb or 15 kg capacities.
Full capacity is reached in 3 revolutions of the
dial. Thermolastic springs guarantee long-term
accuracy while an air dash pot absorbs shock
when loads are dropped on the scale protecting
the mechanism and increasing the scale life.

RC33669BLU-L

P-100R

GH3SS

RESCUE Steel
Medical Carts

Step-On Cans, the Rugged
Waste Receptacle

Stainless Wall-Mount
Glove Box Holders

DETECTO’s Rescue medical
carts are sturdy and
reliable… built to make
sure you have the supplies
you need where and when
you need them. They come
in several colors, with blue
selected for OR use. Carts have your choice
of five or six drawers that can be secured
with a key or EMG breakaway lock. The ABS
countertop is easy to clean, and 5-inch wheels
feature two parking locks and one steering
lock. Optional accessories include IV poles,
cardiac boards, catheter holders, drawer
dividers, glove dispensers, sharps container
holders and waste bins.

Named for their rugged
toughness, Step-On Cans
are perfect for hospitals,
doctors’ offices, patients’
rooms, and laboratory settings.
Equipped with a heavy-duty foot pedal and
linkage and a bag securing mechanism,
they come in a variety of five different sizes
and capacities (4, 6, 8, 12 and 25 gallon)
and two different materials: stainless steel
or a baked epoxy finish (available in red or
white). The cans are flame retardant, have
a self-closing lid for sanitation, and feature
unitized construction.

Conserve counter
space with DETECTO’s
stainless steel universal
glove box holders. The
open design allows you
to see what size or type of
glove is being dispensed.
The holders accommodate
most glove boxes and are
universal enough to be
used for tissue holders
where counter or shelf
space is limited. Holds up
to three boxes of gloves.
Lifetime warranty.

DETECTO reserves the right to improve, enhance,
or modify features and specifications without prior notice.
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